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L3 IB Film
Course Overview
Instructor: Dianne St. Clair dclair@aci.k12.tr
Lesson Distribution: Film HIstory & Theory/Textual Analysis/Film Production
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Course Outline
!IB Film is a two year course that critically analyzes
how verbal, visual, and written language work together to
communicate messages. The course covers history of film and follows with close studies or textual analysis of film.
There is a strong practical component in which students produce their own film(s).

!
Learning Outcomes
!The film course aims to develop in students the
skills necessary to achieve creative and critical independence in
their knowledge, experience and enjoyment of film.

!

The aims are to promote:
•
an appreciation and understanding of film as a complex art form
•
an ability to formulate stories and ideas in filmic terms
•
the practical and technical skills of production
• critical evaluation of film productions by the student and by others
• a knowledge of film-making traditions in more than one country

!

Having followed the film course, students will be expected to demonstrate:
• an understanding of the variety of ways in which film creates meaning
• originality and creativity in developing an idea through the various stages from conception to finished
production
• technical skills and an appropriate use of available technology
• the ability to draw together their knowledge, skills, research and experience, and apply them analytically to
evaluate film texts
• a critical understanding of the historical, socio-cultural, economic and institutional contexts of film in more
than one country.

!
!Assessment is broken down into three areas:

Assessment Overview:

Part 1: Textual analysis
Students will learn to use the key concepts of film language, genre, audience, institution, narrative
and representation and to comment upon the following elements, and on relationships between them:
1) Construction according to narrative or other formal organizing principles
2) Representation of characters and issues
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3) Camera angles, shots and movement
4) Editing and sequencing
5) Lighting, shade and color
6) Sound
7) Location and set design
8) Features determining genre
9) Target audience
10)Historical, economic, sociocultural and institutional factors.

Part 2: Film theory and history
Students will learn about films from more than one country, asking such questions as:
Who made this? Why?
What can we tell about the film-maker(s)?
For whom was it made? How does it address its audience?
What is the nature of our engagement with film?
What outside influences can we perceive in terms of finance, ownership, institution and
sociocultural context?
What tradition is it in (for example, American gangster film, Bollywood musical)?
To what other works might it be connected?
Finally, after discussing each of these questions: How did you know?

Part 3: Creative process—techniques and organization of production
Finding the idea, research, treatment and script development
Pitch and approval: Developing the proposal, negotiating the proposal with the teacher,
receiving approval to proceed
Technical planning: Conceptualization—interpretation of the script in terms of
theme, genre, purpose, style, mood and overall structure
Visualization—definition of shot selection, camera position and movement, lighting,
color, set design, costume and make-up, supported, where appropriate, by the creation of
a storyboard containing key images of relevant scenes
Production scheduling—definition of responsibilities, task lists and matters relating to
organization, time frames and deadlines
Editing and sound strategies—outlining the preliminary concepts of editing and sound as
dictated by the chosen genre and by the individual project
Physical production: Pre-production—selection of crew members, scouting for and
determining locations, acquiring costumes and props, casting of actors (if applicable),
definition of technical needs, finalizing script, storyboard and production schedule
Production—principal photography and sound recording, execution of storyboard,
continuous overview of production planning
Post-production—various phases of editing (assembly, rough and fine cuts), sound
editing, selection of music, titles and visuals, and final mix
Production journal: Each student should maintain an individual journal recording
key information throughout the entire production process, including decisions made,
issues raised and solutions reached, reflections and lessons learned, as well as objective
evaluations of their own and others’ performance and the finished productions.

!
Year 1, Term 1
!
!

!
!

Textual Analysis: Understand how meaning is constructed within and through film texts, view the

production of these texts in a broader framework. Master film terminology, understanding mise-enscene, and explore choices that directors, cinematographers and editors make.Identify how film uses
a range of devices (to represent experiences and stories and convey meanings and values) and
demonstrate this ability through various class presentations.
!

Film Theory and History: Examine the historical and socio-political aspects of film through the

study of Early Invention and Development of Cinema, and the following film movements: Classic
Silent/Silver Era, German Expressionism, French Impressionism, Soviet Montage, Italian Neorealism, Surrealism, Understand the conventions and innovations of these major cinematic
movements of the 20th Century, discover how filmmakers today utilize these styles in 21st Century
filmmaking.
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Film Production: Learn how to shoot and edit film in Final Cut Pro, Sony Vegas, and iMovie,

creating music and sound effects using Garageband, learning the components of cinematography
including camera placement, angles, and movement, using both lighting equipment and natural
lighting for dramatic/thematic/emotional effect.
Term
o
o
o
Term
o
o

1 Exam Grades:

Exam 1: Film Terminology Exam/Project Portfolio Check
Exam 2: Kuleshov Film Clip (FCP)/Project Portfolio Check
Exam 3: Journal Responses, 15 Slides presentation

1 Oral Grades:

Oral 1: Film History: 8 Choices
Oral 2: Film analysis: 10 minute oral analysis of a scene, podcasts

Year 1, Term 2
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Textual Analysis: Identify possible subjects for Independent study and begin research
Film Theory and History: French New Wave, Asian Cinema, Documentaries,
Film Production: Get more practice with the camera, apply cinematographic principals learned in

first term to actual filmmaking. Write treatments and scripts, storyboard, use color, depth of field,
composition and texture to enhance your film, Make a trailer.
Term
o
o
o
Term
o
o
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2 Exam Grades:

Exam 1: History: Three Reasons/Independent Study Draft 1
Exam 2: Production: Production/Project Portfolio Check
Exam 3: Project Portfolio

2 Oral Grades:

Oral 1: Analysis: 10 minute analysis of a clip
Oral 2: Mock Presentation/Discussion of ESFF Film role

Attendance

Regular attendance is of prime importance for academic success. Much of what we will be doing will be group-based, and
nothing is more frustrating than being let down by absent or tardy group members All absences and tardies will be
documented as outlined per ACI’s policy. There is little more disruptive to learning than poor time management. Obviously,
some absences are unavoidable, but it is in everyone’s best interests if you could do your utmost to achieve 100%
attendance.

!

It is the RESPONSIBILITY OF THE STUDENT to contact the teacher about missed assignments or tests. If absent,
please see me IMMEDIATELY upon your return to establish what work you have missed and what assignments are
to be done.

!
!

Homework

!
!

Plagiarism

To help students develop their filmmaking and editing skills, and prepare them to do well on the mandated IB assessments,
students will be expected to spend time working on both individual and group film projects outside of class. First year film
students will be given an individual film assignment over the summer. Students who are taking other advanced courses or
who are involved in other activities that also require time investments outside of class must be willing to plan accordingly.

Plagiarism is such that if a student uses another's work without proper referencing it’s source, he/she is guilty of plagiarism.
All written work is to be the student's own. This means that a student may not "borrow" another's paper, alter a few words/
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phrases and expect credit. When work is copied from a book, magazine, newspaper, or any published or copyrighted
material, credit must be given for that information via footnotes or References Cited (Bibliography).
The IB Diploma Programme and ACI consider plagiarism a very serious matter. Please refer ACI’s school policy and the
regulations noted in the IB publication, Academic Honesty. Per the IB Diploma Programme, if a student’s work receives a
comment by the examiner that the work may not be authentic, the student will not be eligible for a mark in that component
and no grade will be awarded.

!

The responsibility for proving that the work is original rests with the student not with the teacher. The teacher accepts the work
in good faith; if that faith is broken, the student must be ready to accept the possible consequences: a zero for the
assignment, withdrawal or failure in the course, and/or administrative reprimand as outlined in the Student Handbook. As part
of this process all students are required to register with turnitin.com and when required to submit their assessments for
verification.

!
& Annoyances
!When you are in class, your classmates andAttitude
I have the right to expect 100% commitment. In my classes I will do my best - but

I expect the same from you! Discussion, debate and practical work cannot be done in isolation or by ill-prepared participants;
thus it requires a commitment from all class members to give as well as receive.
Just to make sure we are clear about a few things:
•
Tardy: You are tardy when the bell rings and you are not seated and ready to begin.
•
Bathroom breaks: Please use your own time between classes, not my time. Obviously, there are emergencies …
•
Bring a full (reusable) bottle or you go thirsty.

!
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Year One/IB Film General Schedule 2015-16
Month

Element of Study

Film Clips/Presentations

Full Films

Production
Evaluation

Materials

TERM 1
Early Invention and Development
of Cinema
Zoetrop Animation
Praxinoscope Cine Concert 1877
Alice Guy-Blache - Wheeler
Muybridges Photograph of Motion
Workers Leaving the Factory-1894
Rough Sea at Dover-1895
The Big Swallow-1901
Mary Jane’s Mishap - 1903
Four Troublesome Heads-1898
Silent/Silver Era Broken Blossoms,
Anna Serpentine Dance
Scorcese on DW Griffith
Student Choices
Production: Cinematography -Cabinet of Dr. Caligari
Sound – Garage Band
Nosferatu
History:German
Metropolis
Expressionism
Edward Scissorhands trailer
French Impressionism
The Legacy of German
Analysis: Camera angles
Expressionism
and movement in several
Collage of French Imp. Clips
films
-The Smiling Madame Beudet
Mise-en-scene
Coeur Fidèle

The Great Train
Jigsaw
Robbery
Introduce 8
How to Win a Girl - Choices
Film
Journal Response

Camera Shots, ppt
Film Terminology
Handout
Early Intervention &
Development KN, student
handout
Silent Silver Era KN
Student handout
Looking at Movies, Film
Analysis,
Form and Content
Student handouts 2
Analysis of a Still
Introduction KN

-M
-Night of the
Hunter (Looking at
Movies)

German Expressionism KN,

November

Production: Sony Vegas,
iMovie
History: Soviet Montage
Analysis: Film editing,
montage conventions
Cinematography
Editing

-Run Lola Run
Nine Queens
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!
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December

Production: Sound Design,
Garageband
History: Surrealism
Analysis: Uses of sound and
narrative in film, juxtaposition
Sound
Production: Lighting
-World of Apu
History: Italian Neo-realism
-Yol
Analysis: Conventions of
-People on Sunday
neo-realism, analysis of a
chosen film
Acting, Sound

-December 9
Kuleshov film clip
due (T2)
Project Portfoio
Check
Journal Response
-January 6 Text
Analysis – 15
Slides (T3)
-10 minute oral
presentation (O2)
January 13

Surrealism KN, handout

September

Production: Film Language
History: Early Invention and
Development
Silent/Silver Era
Analysis:
Film Analysis
Form and content

!

!!
October

January

Rocky trailer
Man with a Movie Camera
Kuleshov Effect-Original
Kuleshov Effect - Student produced
The Extraordinary Adventures of Mr.
West in the Land of the Bolsheviks
-Battleship Potemkin
Mon Oncle
Student Produced Soviet Montage
Un Chien Andalou
The Blood of a Poet
Review of Un Chien Andalou

!
!

Video Essay on La
Roue by Kristin
Thompson

Emak-Bakia
The Seashell and
the Clergyman

-Bicycle Thieves

Project Portfolio A
Oct. 20

!
!

Student handout
French Impressionism
Student handout

8 Choices (O1)
Due Oct. 11
Journal Response Looking at Movies, Mise-enscene
Film Terminology Student Handout
(T1) Oct. 25
Kuleshov Effect
Soviet Montage KN
Clip
Run Lola Run, Kuleshov
Jourmal
Effect Clips
Response
Looking at Movies,
Cinematography,
Editing
Student Handout

!
!

Looking at Movies, Sound,
handout
Italian Neo-Realism KN,
handout

!

Looking at Movies, Acting,
Sound
Handouts (2)

TERM 2
February

Production: Using the
Camera
Trailer production
History: Hitchcock
Analysis: Voyeurism and the
gaze
Narrative, Narration

-The Lady Vanishes
-Rebecca
-Strangers on a Train
-North by Northwest
-The Birds
-Frenzy

-Rear Window or
Vertigo
-Psycho

March

Production: Treatment,
screenwriting, storyboarding
History: Auteur Theory
Analysis: Auteur Theory

-The Color Purple
-The Piano
-Kill Bill

-Rashomon
-Fargo
-Student chosen
directors

!

ESFF – Geneva March 19-24

April

May

June
July-August

-Colors Trilogy

Production: Trailers
History: Chinese cinema
Analysis: The real and the
unreal
Holiday

-Several film trailers
- Crouching Tiger,
-House of Flying Daggers
Hidden Dragon
-Cave of the Yellow Dog (Mongolian)
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2 minute
documentary on
auteur
Draft 1
Independent
Study(T1) March
10
Project Portfoio
Check
-Monsoon Wedding -2½ Documentary
-In America
- Movie (O2)

Production: Color/Depth of
Field/Texture/Framing
History: Modern Indian art
house film
Analysis: Western values vs.
Eastern traditions
SPRING BREAK (7-11)
Production: Narrative
Structure, Theme
History: Film genres
Analysis: Directorial
manipulation

-Momento
-Crash
-The Others

ESFF
Looking at Movies, Narrator,
Submissions Due- Narration and Narrative
Student Handout
Three Reasons
(O1) Feb 17

-Atonement
-Lovefield

Holiday

-May 12 Draft 1 of
Independent
Study due (T2)
Project Portfoio
Check
-May 30 Film due
(T3)
Summer Film
Assignment
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